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About the Book
In this book we discover that the science of meteorology, as practiced on a worldwide scale under the auspices of the United Nations, is far more than a matter of
weather prediction - it is a matter of life and death.
Following WMO weathermen to the craters of live volcanoes, to locust-plagued
Africa and the Middle East, to the war-~orn Congo, we learn two important things
about their work. First, the meteorologist is not only a scientist, he is also a kind of
missionary, for his job often is to save men from disasters - both the disasters
of nature and those which they bring upon themselves. He shows men how to use
natural resources to help them live healthier, happier lives. Second, we find that the
weatherman may use many sciences in his effort to help and protect us. He might be
an expert on radar, earthquakes, or even the habits of insects.
Finally, we join these WMO pioneers in their hope to establish a World Weather
Watch, which will permit them to bring to all countries the benefits of the scientific
understanding which WMO is in a unique position to develop and distribute.

About the Illustrator
who shares with his four children the hobby of model-railroading, is
an advertising artist as well as an illustrator. He received his art training at Pratt
Institute and now lives in Westport, Connecticut. This is the third Getting to Know
book which he has illustrated.
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This round-the-world Series not only covers everyday life in many countries and
regions and includes their geography and history - it also highlights what's new
today. The Series offers timely - and often first - reports on the birth of new
nations in Africa and Asia, the splitting of ancient nations like China, the let's-gettogether movement of members of Europe's and Latin America's Common Markets,
and the struggles of two-thirds of the world to attain the good life possessed by the
other third. To keep each book up to date in these fast-changing times, it is revised
with every new printing.
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FOREWORD
Weather is the concern of everyone: all life - animal, plant and
human - in jungle, city, or desert, depends on the weather in one
way or another.
The same wind which blows through our city and the clouds
which Boat across our skies have passed over many other cities and
many other countries before reaching us. The hurricane which devastates one country today will strike its neighbor tomorrow. There
can be no doubt that meteorology demands the closest cooperation
among all nations.
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO), a Specialized
Agency of the United Nations, with more than one hundred and
twenty member countries, brings the weather experts of the world
together to work for the benefit of all mankind: to make flying
safe, to improve crops and to give warnings of such natural disasters
as hurricanes, typhoons, floods or droughts, and many others.

It is by no means easy to describe the work of the meteorologist
or of WMO in simple language and it is therefore a pleasure to be
able to say that Mr. Harris, by the use of well-chosen examples, has
been completely successful in presenting a clear picture of meteorological activities. I hope that this book will not only shed some
light on one of the least publicized aspects of international cooperation but that it will also stimulate the interest of the younger generation toward new aspects of meteorology and induce some of them
to join meteorologists in opening a new window on our world.
JEAN-RENE RIVET

Deputy Secretary-General,
World Meteorological Organization

I am WMO.
I am an international weatherman.
My science is called meteorology.
I use it to help feed the underfed,
To save men from disasters of nature
And disasters which men bring upon themselves.
I am a meteorologist learning the habits of locusts.
I know the ways of the wind and when I know the ways of the locust
Then I can put the two together in a warning to the peoples of Africa
and the Middle East:
I can tell them when the locusts are coming to eat their crops.
I can send out planes to spray the black swarms of insects.
I am a teacher in a newly independent country in Africa.
I am training Africans to become meteorologists
So that they can do for themselves what I am now doing for them.
I am a specialist from a potato country - Ireland.
I have been sent to Chile to show Chilean weathermen how to predict
potato blight weather
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And when to protect the potato plants with spray.
I am a hydrologist, too - a water scientist.

I am also a radar expert.
I am in Costa Rica to set up a warning system that will predict
heavy rains
And a radar network to warn of volcanic avalanches that follow
the rains.
I make observations at the crater edge of a live volcano.
I am frightened.
But I am not so frightened as the people whom the volcano will bury
in an avalanche of ash
Unless someone shows them how to save themselves.

I am a seismologist, an earthquake expert.
I work with a tide observer.
Together we warn people against undersea quakes that can send waves
like moving mountains of water over the land.

I am a voice from Suitland, Maryland,
From Moscow, U.S.S.R.,
From Tokyo, Japan,
From a ship at sea,
A plane in the air.

I speak in code A code which all weathermen of all nations can understand.

I am a constant vigil - a World Weather Watch.
I am WMO.
9

"The air moves like a river and carries the clouds with it," wrote
Leonardo da Vinci. In the fifteenth century, Leonardo, the artist
and scientist, dreamed of flying in that river. He left us his design
of a flying machine.
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This is the story of men around the world today who watch the
rivers of air that Leonardo imagined, but couldn't explore. The
currents flow through the atmosphere around the earth, carrying
the clouds and all of the world's weather. Weathermen look for
ways to tame these air currents and to foresee their changes. They
are trying to throw an immense net of observing stations over the
world, so that no storm can strike unforeseen.
Most of the weather men of the world are part, in one way or
another, of the World Meteorological Organization - WMO, an
agency of the United Nations.
Although WMO came into being on March 19, 1951, its story
begins long ago, before any country had a weather service. In l 820,
a German, Heinrich Wilhelm Brandes, published the first weather
map. He suggested that the countries of Europe form a weather
service for the study of storms.
Matthew Fontaine Maury, an American naval officer and geographer, pushed Brandes' idea a little further. As a master of naval
vessels in the l 83o's, Maury understood how important it was for
sailors to know the winds and ocean currents of the globe.
When an accident made him unfit for active service, Maury
worked for nine years collecting 500,000 observations in order to
make a map of air and ocean currents. His work showed the importance of daily weather observations at sea, and led to an International Maritime Conference at Brussels, Belgium, in 1853.
II

The conference marked the beginning of international cooperation in meteorology, the science of weather. Other meetings followed. In 1854 a severe storm swept the British and French fleets
in the Black Sea, sinking and damaging ships. Frightened by the
. disaster, the governments of Europe began to set up weather stations, collecting the reports by the telegraph that Samuel Morse
had invented a few years earlier.
The directors of the new government weather services met at
Vienna in 1873. It was an important meeting, the First International Meteorological Congress. By l 878, the directors of the Congress realized that they needed a permanent organization to help
arrange meetings and carry out agreements. In that year, they
12

founded the International Meteorological Organization - IMOthe forerunner of WM 0.
The question the organization was determined to answer was:
how to extend the network of observations over oceans, deserts,
jungles, ice - and upward into the air.
Slowly the frontiers of the atmosphere were explored. Marconi's
wireless helped, speeding reports from ships at sea so that they
could be plotted on daily weather maps. Countries could broadcast
their weather reports. Kites, balloons, and finally airplanes carried
weather instruments high into the air. Another big step came with
the invention of the radiosonde. The radiosonde is sent up on a
balloon and radios information back to an observer on the ground.
So the great course of the river of air began to be charted.

IMO was an association of the directors of national weather services, but it had no official support from the directors' governments.
When airplanes began to Hy regularly from one country to another
and across the oceans, an international weather service became more
important than ever.
So, after World War II, the directors decided that IMO should
have the official support of their governments. They drew up a
world meteorological charter. Their governments agreed to the
charter, and IMO became the World Meteorological Organization.
WMO was an "intergovernmental body," with the power of governments as well as the goodwill of the weather service heads behind it.

On December 20, 1951, WMO became a U.N. agency. As such,
it could send experts into many countries of the world .to help
develop weather services that are important to the security and wellbeing of nations.
Like IMO, WMO has a World Meteorological Congress. Composed of delegates from each of the WMO member countries, the
Congress meets at least once every four years. It is presided over by
the President of WMO. At these meetings the Congress decides
what WMO must accomplish before the next session and how
much money member nations must contribute to pay for it.
To see that these decisions are carried out, WMO has an Executive Committee of twenty-one members. The Committee meets
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each year and sends its orders to the other two main groups of
WMO - the Regional Associations and the Technical Commissions.
The six Regional Associations are made up of WMO member
countries on each continent. The Associations meet only once every
four years, but they organize working groups to carry out what has
to be done in each region.
The Technical Commissions are made up of experts in various
fields of meteorology. Agriculture, aviation, and shipping are among
the areas in which they are interested. There are eight Technical
Commissions, and every member country of WMO has the right ta
be represented on them. The Commissions also meet every four
years and appoint working groups to carry out special studies that
WMO needs.
The members of the Congress, the Executive Committee, the
Regional Associations, and the Technical Commissions all serve
voluntarily and are not paid by WMO. They have other important
duties in their own countries. The full-time paid staff of WMO is
called the Secretariat, and is headed by a Secretary-General. One
hundred and sixty men of the Secretariat work in WMO's headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland, and the organization has another
roo men in the field. The staff is relatively small because so much
of WMO's work is done by voluntary meteorologists all over the
world.

Weathermen have long felt themselves "citizens of the world."
Their work makes them so. Their workshop, or laboratory, is the
atmosphere surrounding all the earth. The weather knows no national boundaries; the atmosphere is an indivisible whole. To do
their best work, meteorologists must have the cooperation of colleagues everywhere. It's the weatherman's understanding of this
truth that makes WMO one of the most effective international
organizations in history.

17

At the end of the r95o's, weathermen saw plainly that new ways
of working together were needed. The best forecasts were being
turned out by meteorologists trained also as mathematicians. These
men instructed giant electronic computers to analyze the thousands
of observations pouring into a great weather center, and after making millions upon millions of calculations, to produce a weather
forecast. A few large centers and a larger number of smaller ones,
staffed with well-trained meteorologists and equipped with high-

speed computers, could serve the world's weather forecast needs
better than hundreds of forecast centers operating independently.
So, in 1962, WMO asked certain member nations to set up and
operate world and regional centers.
On January

l,

1965, at WMO's request, the United States se-

lected the National Meteorological Center at Suitland, Maryland,
as one of two "World Weather Centers" for the Northern Hemisphere. The other is in Moscow. A third center, at Brisbane, Australia, is planned for the Southern Hemisphere. These centers are
key stations in a great design that is slowly emerging, the "World
Weather Watch." The World Weather Watch is still in the future,
but you can see the beginning of the design at Suitland.
At that center, one of the great rivers of air that carry the clouds
is charted on a map. The current is immensely wide and long.
Without beginning or end, it circles the Northern Hemisphere in
a continuous loop, flowing from west to east at speeds sometimes
reaching 250 miles an hour. There is another stream just like it in
the Southern Hemisphere.
Day by day, hour by hour, the river changes its course. A giant
computer, fed with information from weather stations over a good
part of the Northern Hemisphere, and from ships at sea, charts the
river's course. Clouds carried along in the current are televised by
Tiros weather satellites to ground stations at Wallops Island, Virginia, Point Mugu, California, and Fairbanks, Alaska. These stations relay the data to Suitland.

Watching the television pictures, you might see, on a certain day,
clouds stretching in long lines from Bermuda to the coast of France.
East of Newfoundland, the clouds are wound into a pattern like
the spiral of a giant conch shell, or like the coil of a snake. The
center of that coil tells the weather forecaster the position of a
cyclone that is battering ships in the North Atlantic. The ship observations, plotted on another map, report winds of gale force and
waves more than 40 feet high. Some of the ships, warned in time,
are skirting the area of high winds.
Across the world, along the coast of Asia, the river of air sags
south like a loose belt around the continent's midriff. A little farther
east, near the island of Guam, another giant cloud spiral is moving
slowly westward across the Pacific. This one, like the Atlantic
storm, must be followed very closely. It is a typhoon. The weathermen have named it Helen. Two Tiros satellites have shown its
position for three days past. Tomorrow, Helen may be caught in
the sagging current of the big river. The river may sweep it harmlessly northeastward over the Pacific.
But what if Helen is not caught in the sag? In that case, she will
probably strike the Philippines. She will destroy rice fields and
houses and fishing boats - and people, too, unless they can be
warned in time. It is very important for the people of the Philippines to know what Helen is doing. It is important for all the people
of the world to know as much as can be learned about what weather
to expect. So day by day, working around the clock, the weather
20

analysts and forecasters at Suitland try to track rivers of air. Nearly
halfway around the hemisphere, at the World Weather Center in
Moscow, other meteorologists also keep watch.
At the communications room in Suitland, a woman's voice comes
over the loudspeaker: "I am Moscow, Moscow, Moscow, Moscow.
I am Moscow.?' The operator goes to a red telephone, with DIRECT
LINE To Moscow written on its dial, and replies, "Index of cooperation number 3 72," meaning that Suitland is ready to transmit the
block of information identified as "372." The transmitter begins to
whir, and the new line to Moscow, opened in October, 1964, carries
weather information from one World Weather Center to another.
The two centers also trade weather maps.
The words in the telephone conversation are English and the
numbers are spoken in English. The weather observers of many
nationalities who report to Suitland or Moscow use English as a
common language. The maps resulting from exchange of information are plotted in numbers which are the same wherever a weatherman's station may be -

whether in Nairobi or Teheran, Karachi

or Bangkok, Tokyo or Copenhagen.
For example, a weather observation might read: 40506 83220
12716 2473 l 67292 30228. The station index number, 405, identifies the message as a weather observation for Washington, D.C.;
06 means that it was made at 6 A.M. GMT (Greenwich Mean

Time). This is the time in Greenwich, England, which all nations
accept as the starting place for determining time. Because of the
22
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earth's movement around the sun, night falls sooner east of Greenwich and later west of it. When it's noon in Greenwich, it's already
r

P.M.

in Berlin but only 7

A.M.

in New York. To find out what

time it is anywhere in the world, weathermen can simply add to
the GMT or subtract from it. The number of hours added or subtracted is in proportion to how far east or west of Greenwich the
place is.

The next set of numbers, 83220, means that the sky is overcast
(8) and the wind is coming from the north west (32) at a speed of

20 knots (20). 12716 shows visibility at

% of a mile (12) with a

light snow falling (71) that has just changed from rain (6). 24731
contains the information that the pressure of the atmosphere on
the earth at sea level is 1024.7 millibars (247) - millibars being
the units weathermen use to measure the weight of the atmosphere.
The figures also tell that the temperature is 3 l ° Fahrenheit (3 l).
The next group, 67292, describes the clouds. 6 indicates that they
cover most of the sky. 7292 tells the weatherman that the low clouds
are broken ones, either in horizontal layers or vertical heaps (7),
that they are only 200-600 feet from earth (2) and that above them
there are some smaller heaped-up clouds (9) and some feathery
high clouds ( 2).

30228 reveals that the dew-point temperature, at which clouds
drop moisture, is 30 ° Fahrenheit (30) and that the barometer has
been rising ( 228).
The formal name of this number language is the International
Meteorological Code, but weathermen call it "Met" for short. It
was invented by WMO and the International Meteorological Organization from which WMO sprang, to serve as a common means
of communication. From time to time WMO revises the code as
new weather information requires new forms of expression.
The information Met communicates is used in many ways. One
of the most important is to help farmers grow better crops. Because

more than half the people of the world don't get enough food to
eat, meteorologists of many countries are anxious to help farmers.
Let us see what WMO experts are doing for them.
Next to soil, weather is the most important natural element influencing crop growth. Farmers need good weather forecasts so they
can plant seeds when temperature and rainfall conditions are best.

If the conditions aren't favorable, seeds won't sprout and the planting will have to be done again at great cost. The best times for harvesting are also determined by weather. For instance, in the United
States, meteorologists discovered that the quality of cotton depends
heavily on moisture conditions at the time of harvest.

Some of WMO's work for farmers is carried on in cooperation
with the Freedom from Hunger Campaign of another United
Nations' agency - F AO, the Food and Agricultural Organization.
WMO's part in this campaign is directed by the WMO Commission on Agricultural Meteorology. One Commission group, under
the direction Gf Dr. Juan Jacinto Burgos, of Argentina, is investigating the problem of making bioclimatic maps for countries needing to develop their agriculture. Bioclimatic maps show climate and
plant growth in different areas. From these maps agricultural
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meteorologists can tell what crops will grow best in each area. Dr.
Burgos made a study of this kind for Yugoslavia. He showed the
people what new kinds of crops would increase their food production.
Another problem the Commission has studied is how weather
forecasts can be used to improve the spreading of insecticides and
fungicides by aircraft. Winds can blow the dusting materials used
away from the target; rainfall can wash the dust from the plant
leaves before it has a chance to work. Forecasts can help dusters
avoid wind and rain.
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A further problem the Commission has studied is Japanese beetles
in Europe. It found that the insects were being carried there by
planes from the eastern United States, where there are many of these
beetles. A special group then mapped the areas in Europe where
the climate is suitable for multiplication of the beetles, and notified
pest control organizations of the danger zones so that survey parties
could be on the lookout.
Do you remember the "ten plagues" of Egypt in the Bible? One
of the plagues that persuaded the ruling Pharaoh to let the children of Israel go out of Egypt was a plague of locusts. From Biblical
times to the present, the desert locust has been a plague to the people
of much of Africa and the Middle East. Locusts belong to the grasshopper family. The desert locust is a large insect, with a wing
spread of four to six inches. Traveling in swarms, the insects appear
on the horizon like an immense storm cloud. The cloud approaches,
darkening the sky, and the hum of a billion pair of wings is heard.
Then the cloud settles upon green countryside. When it rises, the
land is stark and bare.

Scientists say that a swarm of a billion locusts can do away with
more than

200

million pounds of plants in a single day. You can

see why desert locusts are such dangerous pests and why the U.N.'s
Food and Agricultural Organization-PAO-along with WMO
is trying to get rid of them. But the job is a tough one.
Rainfall is scanty in many of the countries attacked by locust
swarms. The people have to use dry lands. Here is where the locusts
like to make their home. In a bad year, the 30 countries where
locusts breed spend as much as 30 million dollars fighting them.
And as the number of people in the world increases and more dry
land has to be irrigated for crops, the locust problem worsens. The
irrigation makes fine vegetation for the locusts to feed on, yet it
doesn't make the land wet enough to be distasteful to them. In fact,
locust eggs need some water in order to hatch.
In 1951, Dr. Reginald Charles Rainey, working in Africa with a
Desert Locust Survey, decided that there was something strange
about the way locusts travel and breed. It had always been thought
that the individual locusts in a swarm fly in the direction in which
the whole swarm is moving. Dr. Rainey' s studies convinced him
that groups of locusts within a swarm fly in all directions. If this
was true, how could the whole swarm move in a single direction?
There was only one answer. It must be that the swarms are carried
by the wind!
Long ago, the Biblical story of the locust plague in Egypt suggested as much: There was "an east wind upon the land all that

day, and all that night; and when it was morning, the east wind
brought the locusts."
Dr.- Rainey's knowledge of the breeding habits of locusts suggested another idea. The locust lays its eggs in the sand, but the
eggs need some water in order to hatch. Where the winds blow
toward an area from all directions, that area is likely to have rains.
He wondered if the winds that bring the swarms together also increased their breeding.
A meteorologist who became Secretary-General of WMO, Mr.
David A. Davies, was President of the WMO Regional Association for Africa at the time Dr. Rainey came up with his idea about
the movements of locusts. When Dr. Rainey went to him for advice, Mr. Davies was enthusiastic.
Mr. Davies decided to test Rainey's ideas. He asked for a WMO
expert to go to Africa. The request was granted and in 1955 WMO
sent an expert from Sweden to lead a Technical Assistance Mission
for Desert Locust Control. The mission set up headquarters at
Nairobi, in Kenya, East Africa.

In 1954-55 the locusts did much damage, which made it a good
year to study them. There were plenty on hand. Swarms infested an
immense area from Iran to what was then Tanganyika and from
the Canary Islands to India. The WMO expert traveled over this
area, collecting weather data on microfilm - l 5,000 feet of film.
In Nairobi, Kenyan technicians plotted the data on maps - 7,000
maps.

The WMO team compared the weather maps with other maps
for the same times of year, showing where locusts had swarmed and
bred. By I 960, the team had completed its mission.

Their studies proved Dr. Rainey' s guess to be correct. Locust
swarms do move with the wind. If weather forecasters could predict
the winds, and if they knew the habits and locations of locusts, they
could tell where the swarms would be tomorrow. Planes could be
directed to the right places to spray the swarms with poison. By
comparing the locust observations with wind and rainfall information, the WMO team found that the converging winds which bring
the locusts together also produce the moisture fa vorable for their
breeding. Thus, by keeping records of locust and weather observations, it is becoming possible to forecast dangerous breeding areas.
Other habits of the desert locust are also influenced by weather.

If the air is too cold or too hot, the desert locust can't stay airborne.
At night, when the air is cool, the swarms usually land on the
warmer ground. In the afternoon the ground becomes heated,
causing the air to rise, and then the swarms fly high to reach the
cooler air above the rising heat. Once it is known where the locusts
will be, a decision can be made on where best to spray.
So it seems that locusts are a "weather problem" in Africa and
the Middle East, just as smog is a weather problem in big cities like
Los Angeles. Meteorologists help with the smog problem by forecasting conditions which make smog likely. Then factories can be
warned to control their smoke output. In the same way, the weathermen of Africa forecast where the locust swarms are likely to be,
so that planes will know where to fight them.
To forecast the position of a swarm, however, a meteorologist
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must not only know his own science, but must also understand
locusts. How could WMO get this information to weathermen?
First, WMO asked Dr. Rainey to collect everything known about
the insects that could be useful to meteorologists. Dr. Rainey agreed,
and WMO published his study. To carry the information even
more directly to weathermen in locust-infested countries, WMO
and FAO arranged a Training Seminar in Teheran, Iran, in 1963,
and sent experts to teach weathermen about the behavior and control of the desert locust.
While Dr. Rainey was discovering in Africa that weather prediction is an answer to controlling locust plagues, another scourge
to crops struck suddenly on the other side of the world - the potato
blight.
The blight had been known for a long time in Europe. Appearing first in 1845, it caused a terrible famine in Ireland, where potatoes were the staple food. The blight is so closely connected with
weather conditions that people used to think it was the weather
itself that did the damage. Actually, the blight is a plant disease
caused by a fungus which grows in wet weather.
In 1951 the potato blight spread throughout Chile, where it had
never appeared before. It destroyed half the potato crop in many
places. WMO asked Mr. Patrick Austin Bourke, then Assistant
Director of the Irish Meteorological Service and later its Director,
to go to Chile and advise the government how the country's meteorologists could help control the blight. Mr. Bourke found that the
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kind of potato grown in Chile is easily killed by the blight. The
government had tried to get farmers to grow other varieties, but the
Chileans liked their kind: a waxy potato with yellow flesh that
doesn't break up when it is cooked in stews and other dishes.

It would take a long time for Chile's agricultural experts to
develop a potato the people liked and the blight couldn't kill.
Meanwhile, the plants had to be protected by spraying. But there
wasn't much equipment for spraying; and if you look at a map of
Chile, you will see that it would be hard to move what equipment
there was up and down the length of that narrow, mountainous
country.
To make every spraying operation count, Mr. Bourke studied
both the blight and the weather in Chile. In damp weather the
fungus forms spores on the potato plant leaves. It is just at this time
that the plants must be sprayed to stop the disease. Not before,
when rain can wash the spray from the leaves, leaving them unprotected. Then the work would be wasted. Not after, when the fungus
has had time to do its deadly work.
Mr. Bourke found that the same weather conditions favoring the
blight in Ireland accounted for its outbreaks in Chile. He told the
Chilean meteorologists how they could help determine just when
and where to spray the plants.
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"Look for times when the air is very moist for a period of twelve
hours," he told them. "Then at least four hours of rain, drizzle, dew
or wet fog. We call that blight weather in Ireland."
He helped the Chileans plan a network of weather stations at
their agricultural experiment farms to forecast the potato blight and
to study other plant diseases as well.

In March, 1963, far to the north of Chile, another kind of blight
began to spread over the green country of Costa Rica. This blight
came from the skies - a rain of ash from the volcano Irazu. The
ash sifted down upon the countryside, killing vegetation, ruining
crops, littering the city streets. In the course of a year, an inch of
dust had fallen into the streets of San Jose, seventeen miles west of
Irazu.
The ash covered the slopes of the volcano. When heavy rains
came, avalanches of mud roared down the mountainside. One of
these landslides blocked the Raventado River, damming it up.
When the dam broke, a river of mud like wet cement swept over
the town of Carta go. Four and a half feet of mud and boulders were
left in the town.

WMO sent a hydrologist (a water scientist) and a meteorologist
from the United States to set up a warning system to predict the
heavy rains and the mud slides that would follow. In April, 1964,
a radar expert, Dr. Edwin Kessler, visited Costa Rica to see if
weather radar sets could be used to warn of the avalanche danger.
Weathermen use radar to "see" raindrops in the sky, in much the
same way that air traffic controllers use it to locate and keep track
of planes.
Dr. Kessler arrived in San Jose on April 8. When he awoke the
next morning he saw, from his hotel window, the column of ash
and vapor rising from Irazu in the distance. Ceniza, or ash, was
sifting down over the city like a fine drizzle. Soon the volcano was
blotted out by the dust cloud.
With two men from the Costa Rican Meteorological Service, he
drove to Irazu to visit emergency rainfall stations that had been set
up. As Dr. Kessler and his companions climbed the volcano, it became dark. The ash fell heavily, wet ash mixed with rain. At r r,ooo
feet, the three men neared the top. Here was one of the rainfall
stations, a hut manned by two soldiers. The rain gauge, an instrument for measuring rainfall, was covered with a cloth to keep out
the dust. Not till the rain came down heavily would the cloth be
removed.
At a word from the driver, the soldiers lifted a barrier, and the
car moved on another r 50 feet. Here was a sloping wooden tunnel
from which they could observe t)ie volcano.
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From the tunnel they heard the volcano at work, swishing, boiling, crackling. Every five or ten minutes there were reports like
· artillery fire, and rocks soared a thousand feet or more above the
crater. Clouds of ash and vapor rose, reaching fifteen or twenty
thousand feet in a minute. When the wind began to blow outward
from the crater 1 little mud balls that had formed from the ash fell
thickly.

The observation point in the tunnel was a thousand feet from the
crater's edge. After they had watched for a while, the driver asked
if his visitor would like to go to the edge.
"You're joking," said Dr. Kessler.
"No," said the driver, smiling reassuringly. "No hay peligro."
("There is no danger.")
They walked for ten minutes through the gloom of falling ashes,
over a plain of ashes strewn with boulders. Finally, "El Mirador !"
("The lookout!") shouted the driver, pointing. There, just visible,
was a wrecked building, half covered with ash. From this new
lookout post, they could see into not one, but two craters. One on
their right, to the east, contained a lake, marking an extinct part of
the volcano. To the left was the volcano's active crater.
"Aside from the volcano itself," said Dr. Kessler, "the most
frightening thing was the electricity. It was literally hair-raising.
I could hear the electrical discharges from my own body. I kept
asking my companion if there was danger of being struck by lightning, but he could only assure me that no one had been struck so

f ar. "
After watching the explosions for an hour, they made their
descent, stopping at another rainfall station and at the Cartago communications center. In Cartago they surveyed the avalanche damage. "To realize how dreadful the calamity is," said Dr. Kessler,
"you have to remember that Costa Rica's most important centers
are right in the vicinity of the volcano. Suppose Irazu were between

Washington and Baltimore. It is that kind of disaster to Costa Rica."
As a result of Dr. Kessler's visit, a weather radar was installed
near San Jose. WMO experts report that the radar observations have
made it possible for Costa Rican meteorologists to issue warnings
immediately when heavy rain is seen on the radarscope. Then there
is time for the people to prepare and to get out of the way.
Locusts, plant diseases, volcanic ash and mud slides and floods these are all disasters in which winds and weather play a part. Another kind of disaster travels in the ocean. Although this danger
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is not caused by weather, WMO was asked to help, for in many
countries warning of the danger comes from the meteorological
services.
On April r, 1946, people on the beaches of Hawaii saw the water
suddenly recede. The surf disappeared, the beach was strangely
quiet. The lowering of the water left reefs and mud flats bare for
500

feet out. Then, almost at once, as if the tide were rising terribly

fast, the water rushed back, hissing and roaring. It struck terror
to the watchers' hearts. They ran, but many of them were caught
and engulfed. The giant waves roared far over the land and back
again. People, houses, and belongings were swept out to sea, and
it was hours later before some of the people were rescued by helicopters.
The waves had traveled from an undersea earthquake on the
slopes of the Aleutian Islands, 2,300 miles to the northeast. The time
from the quake to the disaster on the Hawaiian beaches was less
than five hours. The waves had sped at about 470 miles an hour.
The disaster was a seismic sea wave.
......

....-.··

Many scientists call these waves tsunamis, as they are known in
Ja pan. Tsunamis have long terrorized people living along the coasts
of the Japanese islands. When an undersea earthquake comes, long
ocean waves speed away from the point of the shock. The wave crests
are perhaps a hundred miles apart. In the open sea, the waves are
no more than a foot or two high, but when they reach the shallow
water of a coast, they sometimes build up tremendously. In Hawaii,
the water rose 25 feet above the normal level. At Cadiz in 1755, the
great Lisbon quake caused the water to rise more than 50 feet.
The Hawaiian disaster led to plans for the development of a
tsunami warning system. With its many years of experience in arranging for the coding and rapid exchange of weather observations
and warnings, WMO was well able to help organize the system.
The warning begins when earthquake experts - seismologists locate an undersea quake on their seismographs. As seismic waves
travel through the earth, pens on the seismograph make marks on a
record. The seismologists watch these marks and send messages to
tide observers, who watch their tide gauges and record the time it
takes the sea waves to pass. The tsunami may be small at one place,
dangerously high at another. Even when it's small, tide observers
can recognize it. They send their information to observatories where
seismologists calculate the speed of the tsunami, and warn people
when to leave beaches and waterfronts.
WMO has to deal not only with disasters of nature, but also with
disasters men bring upon themselves. When the Congo won its in-
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dependence from Belgium in 1960, fighting broke out between the
followers of the new political leaders. The Belgians, who had run
the weather service and most of the other public services of the
colony, left the country. The United Nations arranged to give technical assistance to the Congo, and WMO recruited meteorologists
to help.
The weathermen's first big job was to get the weather information needed to keep planes flying in and out of the Congo's main
cities, Leopoldville and Stanleyville. There was almost no weather
information in Leopoldville, and it would be some time before circuits could be set up to bring the information in.
The chief of the WMO team puzzled over the problem. Then he
had an idea. Across the Congo River from Leopoldville, in Brazzaville, capital of another new Congo republic, the meteorological
office had the information he needed. He quickly arranged for a
United Nations helicopter to pick up weather maps every day and
bring them across the river to the Leopoldville airport.

After restoring weather services, the WMO team set about the
work of training the Congolese to make their own observations and
forecasts. By 1963, 72 observers and r r forecasters had been trained.
The Lovanium University near Leopoldville agreed to begin teaching meteorology, so that in time the Congolese could teach their
own people.
The Congo operation marked an important step for WMO. This
was the first time the organization had been called upon to operate
a national weather service. Normally, WMO's work is international.
Every day, 8,ooo land stations, 3,000 planes, and 4,000 ships make
weather observations for WMO. There are roo,ooo observations
made on the earth's surface, another ro,ooo in the upper air. The
stations and ships make their observations at exactly the same time,
all around the world. WMO sets the times and makes the rules telling how the observations are to be made and coded.
The coded reports are sent immediately to forecast centers, where
they are plotted on maps or fed into computers. WMO sets the
schedules for transmitting the reports. The present "WMO circuit,"
humming with international weather data, stretches all the way
around the Northern Hemisphere, from Washington to Frankfurt
to Moscow to New Delhi to Tokyo to San Francisco to Washington. As you have seen, WMO is planning another circuit to girdle
the Southern Hemisphere.
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After the reports are plotted, maps have to be analyzed and forecasts prepared. Forecasts are made not only for people on land, but
for people on or over the oceans -

seamen and fishermen and air-

men. WMO decides what areas over what oceans each forecast
center must be responsible for.
Passenger ships and freighters, fishing vessels and whalers must
know where storms and heavy seas are expected. Fishing vessels,
especially, must know what the weather is in order to know where
they are likely to make a good catch. Wind and temperature control
so many habits of fish that some fishing companies employ meteorologists and oceanographers on board the fleet's mother ship to
make special forecasts and direct the fleet to the best fishing grounds.
Low water temperature, for example, can considerably delay
spawning or it can change the spawning area. Water temperature is
controlled by currents, which depend to a great extent on wind. In

1954, prevailing westerly winds forced warm water from the Atlantic into the Barents Sea, and fishing in the sea was excellent. By
contrast, in 1957 persistent easterly winds kept the warm Atlantic
water out of the sea, allowing cold arctic water to enter. In that year,
fishing in the Barents Sea almost stopped.
Weather also affects the food supply of fish. Plankton, a mass of
tiny plants and one-celled creatures found in many parts of the
world's oceans, is an important food for fish. Plankton grows in
sunshine and is carried by ocean currents that depend on the wind.

Where there is plankton, there will be fish. Therefore fishermen
need to know where the sun is and where the wind blows.
You can see how long-range weather forecasts, when they are
perfected, will be a great boon to fishing companies, allowing them
to plan their operations far ahead. The pattern of sea surface temperatures reacts rather slowly to weather conditions, and tends to
remain the same or change only very slowly over a period of weeks.
So it's possible to predict sea temperature for some time in advance
with accuracy. Equally important for fishermen are shorter-range
warnings of strong winds and heavy seas which can damage the
ships and their fishing gear. Small fishing boats, which often land
on exposed beaches, are especially dependent on storm warnings.

One of WMO's most interesting accomplishments was to persuade whaling vessels to send in the weather observations needed for
successful forecasts and warnings. Following the whales, these ships
operate in areas where few other ships venture. At the same time,
they wish to keep their whereabouts an absolute secret, because there
is great competition in the whaling business and a successful captain
doesn't want to share his luck with others. So WMO arranged for
the whalers to transmit their positions in a code known only to
the receiving station, which deciphers the messages and passes them
on to the central weather station. Fishermen get the weather forecasts they need but the whalers are protected.
Airmen depend on wide-range weather reports. A pilot taking
off from New York for Paris must know what the weather will be
when he arrives. If the weather in Paris is bad, he may have to land
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at another city. He has to know the weather in that city, too. WMO
cooperates with the International Civil Aviation Organization of
the U.N. in seeing to it that pilots get such information.
Rapid travel is making the world smaller in a time sense. Before
too long, supersonic planes will be carrying passengers from New
York to Paris in two hours. By the end of the century, men may be
traveling halfway around the world by rocket ship in an hour, and
not think it unusual.
The time required to cover distance is shrinking so fast that
weathermen must soon know what the weather is everywhere, just
as if they were on the spot looking out the window. This indeed is
their aim: a window on the world through WMO's World Weather
Watch.

The idea became a real possibility on April r, 1960, when the
United States launched Tiros I, the first satellite designed to make
weather observations. On April ro, meteorologists at Suitland
spotted among Tiros' cloud pictures the spiral pattern of a hurricane
east of Australia. They immediately sent a message to the Australian
Weather Bureau, where ships' reports showed the hurricane position given by Tiros to be correct within 60 or 70 miles. From that
moment, the world and its atmosphere seemed almost within grasp
of the weatherman's net.

T\ROS

PICTURE

OF HURR\CANS.

In September, 1961, President John F. Kennedy asked the
United Nations to adopt a program to encourage the peaceful uses
of outer space for the benefit of mankind. Tiros had already shown
one way in which satellites could be used, and communications
satellites were being developed to relay messages and television pictures around the world with almost unbelievable clearness.
In response to the President, the U.N. General Assembly passed
Resolution No. l72r. Part of the resolution called upon member
states and the World Meteorological Organization to make studies,
"in the light of developments in outer space," to advance man's
kl).owledge of the atmosphere and to improve the world's forecast.
.
mg services.
WMO went to work quickly and in June, 1962, the World
Weather Watch was proposed. The report which made the proposal
was prepared under the direction of Secretary-General Davies, with
the help of the late Dr. Harry Wexler of the United States Weather
Bureau and Professor Victor A. Bugaev, Assistant Director of the
U.S.S.R.'s Hydrometeorological (water and weather) Service. The
plan called for setting up World Weather Centers and Regional
Centers, the use of weather satellities, and larger networks of upper
air stations to report wind direction and speed and air pressure, especially over the oceans. In 1963 WMO set up a special Advisory
Committee to help with the many scientific problems involved in
the plan.
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Other groups in Washington and Moscow are also drawing up
plans for WMO to consider. The technical problems of a World
Weather System are great, but meteorologists believe they can be
solved. For instance, one way for satellites to get more of the information that meteorologists need is to release many balloons that the
satellite can track. If the balloons carry the usual kind of radio
transmitters for tracking, however, the instruments could be a
hazard for aircraft. Engineers have solved this problem by making
a transmitter so thin that it would simply shatter harmlessly into
small pieces if hit by a plane.
This balloon system is called GHOST, standing for Global Hofizontal Sounding Technique. The balloons, carried in the rivers of
air, can travel at 'the same level for hundreds or thousands of miles.
Communications satellites hovering over the equator can keep
track of all balloons, compute the speed of the wind and transmit
the information to earth.
Another instrument on the Tiros satellite can measure the radiation from the atmosphere. Bodies that are hot, like the sun or like
a stove, send out more radiant energy (heat, light and radio waves)
than bodies that are cold. The radiant energy travels in waves of
different lengths. Meteorologists have developed a clever way to
find the temperature at every point in the atmosphere by using the
radiation measurements at different wave lengths. The method, recently tested, works only in cloudless skies, but experts hope that by
using other wave lengths they can find a way to measure the temperature even when the sky is cloudy.
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The satellites of the World Weather System will travel in "polar
orbits," that is, around the earth from pole to pole, instead of from
west to east as the present Tiros satellites travel. In the course of a
day, each satellite will observe the world's weather twice, once during daylight, and once during darkness. They will "see" the clouds
in daylight with their television cameras, and in the darkness by
comparing radiation from clouds and earth. At night, instruments
on the satellite measure the radiation given off by the earth. The
intensity of the radiation shows the temperature of the body giving
off the energy. On earth these measurements are converted to light
which is beamed onto photographic film. When the film is developed, darkness indicates the high temperatures of the ground or
water surface, a'n d the light areas the cooler temperatures of the
clouds. This process is known as infrared photography.
The cloud information will be sent to forecast centers and received on equipment already in use in more than fifty places. The
United States' Nimbus weather satellite, launched in August, 1964,
has already shown that such a system can work surprisingly well.
Nimbus' cloud pictures were far more detailed than those of Tiros,
since the cameras have been much improved. There seems little
doubt that the newest cameras could even pick out swarms of locusts
in Bight over Africa and the Middle East!
Does it seem strange to you that rockets and satellites can help
combat hunger? "No crops grow in the sky," wrote an F AO

Director-General, Mr. R. B. Sen, "but it is to the sky that most
farmers, looking for a good year, must raise their eyes." And to the
sky, and beyond, the meteorologist must look for the observations
and the improved weather forecasts so vital to the farmer. So the
satellites used in WMO's World Weather Watch will make the
fight against world hunger easier to win.
Just as weather satellites have shown how the weather can be
observed all over the world, communications satellites put into a
"stationary orbit" over the equator have shown how the reports
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might be collected and transmitted to the World Centers. A stationary orbit is achieved by placing the satellite in orbit at a height
of about

2 3,000

miles above the equator. Remaining in this orbit,

the satellite's speed of revolution is just equal to the speed of the
earth rotating on its axis, so that it is always in the same position in
relation to the earth. Thus, Syncom, the satellite launched on
January 22, 1965, sits like a lonely sentinel many thousands of
miles above the earth, appearing always in one spot. Four Syncom
satellites, stationed around the equator, can collect weather reports
from anywhere in the world and relay forecasts and warnings
through the World Centers to all nations which want them.
However, many weathermen believe that weather and comm uni-

cations satellites will not solve the whole problem of getting all the
information they want. Automatic weather stations anchored in the
oceans or located in remote land areas of the earth may also be
needed. These automatic stations would send their reports to
Syncom for relay to the World Centers.
Another possibility is to use many more weather ships than we
now have in the oceans. However, networks of ships and automatic
stations will be tremendously expensive. A single weather ship
costs several million dollars a year; a network would require hundreds of millions. Satellites, too, are expensive, but one satellite can
collect many observations over an immensely greater area than any
ship can cover. At the beginning of 1965, Tiros VII and VIII, after
more than a year's operation, were still sending to earth good pictures. Tiros VIII alone had contributed to 329 special storm warnings sent to member nations of WMO.
Meteorologists hope that the scientists and engineers working to
perfect the weather satellites will find less expensive ways of making
the observations. Nevertheless the World Weather Watch will be
expensive, however it is operated. The richer nations of the U.N.
will probably have to bear nearly all the cost of the World Weather
System, at least in the beginning. Because of their highly developed
way of life, however, the rich nations also have the most to gain
from the better forecasts and the new knowledge about the atmosphere that the system will bring. Improved weather forecasts can
save industry, agriculture and transportation billions of dollars.
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How will the system be run? Will WMO continue to operate
through national weather services? Some believe that if the World
Weather Watch is to be more than a name, WMO will have to do
more than simply coordinate the work of national weather bureaus
as it does now. It may itself have to operate a single world weather
system.
Beyond such immediate problems, which can be solved with
intelligence and determination, lie problems for which there is now
no known solution. For example, our descendants, some four thousand years from now, will have to cope with great ice ages similar
to those which occurred many thousands of years ago. At that time
the earth's axis will lean not toward the Little Dipper as it does
now, but toward other constellations in the heavens. Then, portions
of the earth, deprived of the direct rays of the sun, will grow colder
and colder. Satellites of the future will show the polar ice caps
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spreading outward toward the equator. Civilization, man himself,
will be threatened with extinction. Only by learning the secrets of
climate control can man hope to avert that calamity. One day in
the distant future WMO's job may be not just to forecast but to
control the world's weather and climate.
In the more immediate future is the prospect of long-range
weather prediction. As the first Nimbus satellite spun in its orbit,
meteorologists saw for the first time all the world's weather, its
cloud systems stretching like a tapestry from the Antarctic to the
Arctic, and east and west around the earth. No lines marked the
boundaries of the earth's nations - only the lines of land and ocean
were visible, and the long ephemeral cloud strands and spirals
streaming and eddying in the vast rivers of air that Leonardo had
envisioned.
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It seemed, indeed, that man's ingenuity had opened a window on
the world. Through it, men now glimpsed a world that could be
forewarned against age-old threats - hurricanes and storm surges,
tornadoes and floods, and all disasters from the sky.
Recently, machines at a U.S. government laboratory ground out
rainfall forecasts for the United States for one, two, three, four days
in advance. These forecasts, made for four separate periods, were
far more accurate than any made by older methods. When the
world observational net is complete, forecasts will be even better.
Meteorologists hope, and have some reason to believe, that weather
can then be predicted as far as three weeks ahead.
With such predictions, the oceans and the land can be made to
yield more bountiful harvests. With new knowledge, new techniques, and new tools at hand, man stands on the threshold of a new
world. But to cross it, all men will have to apply the lesson meteorologists learned long ago - cooperation for the common good.
As Director-General R. B. Sen of F AO once said: "In the hour
of man's mastery over matter and space ... for disaster or triumph
- man, hunger, plenty, peace, the earth and the fruits thereof, all
are indivisible."

PRONUNCIATION GUIDE*

Word

Pronunciation

Cartago

Car-tah-goh

Ceniza

Say-nee-sah

El Mirador

El Mee-rah-dor

Irazu

Ee-rah-soo

Juan Jacinto Burgos
No hay peligro

Wahn Y ah-sin-toh Boor-gohs

Raventado River

Rah-ven-tah-doh River

San Jose
seismic

San Ho-say

Tiros
tsunamis
Victor A. Bugaev

No eye pay-lee-groh

size-mik
Ty-robs
tsu-nah-meez
Victor A. Boo-gah-yef

*Italics indicate accent. Where there are no italics, the stress is equal.
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GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW

llALY
POLAND
SCANDINAVIA
SPAIN
SWITZERLAND
THE SOVIET UNION
THI TWO GERMANYS

Middle East
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING

TO KNOW IRAN-IRAQ
TO KNOW ISRAEL
TO KNOW LEBANON
TO KNOW SAUDI ARABIA
TO KNOW THE TIGRIS
AND EUPHRATES RIVERS
GETTING TO KNOW TURKEY

GETTING TO KNOW THE ARCTIC

North America
Asia
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
"GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW

BURMA
THE CENTRAL HIMALAYAS
HONG KONG
INDIA
JAPAN
THE NORTHERN HIMALAYAS
PAKISTAN
THE RIVER GANGES
THAILAND
THE TWO CHINAS
THE TWO KOREAS
THE TWO VIETNAMS

GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW

ALASKA
AMERICAN INDIANS TODAY
CANADA
THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
THE U.S.A.

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW

AUSTRALIA
HAWAII
INDONESIA
MALAYSIA AND SINGAPORE
THE PHILIPPINES
THE SOUTH PACIFIC

Pacific
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING

Caribbean and Central America

South America

GETTING TO KNOW THE BRITISH WEST INDIES
GETTING TO KNOW COSTA RICA, EL SALVADOR
AND NICARAGUA
GETTING TO KNOW CUBA
GETTING TO KNOW GUATEMALA
AND THE TWO HONDURAS
GETTING TO KNOW MEXICO
GETTING TO KNOW PANAMA
GETTING TO KNOW PUERTO RICO
GETTING TO KNOW THE VIRGIN ISLANDS

GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING
GETTING

Europe; East and West
GETTING TO KNOW EASTERN EUROPE
GETTING TO KNOW ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, IRELAND
AND WALES
GETTING TO KNOW FRANCE
GETTING TO KNOW GERMANY
GETTING TO KNOW GREECE

CO WARD-M cCA NN, IN C .

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW
KNOW

ARGENTINA
BRAZIL
CHILE
COLOMBIA
PERU
THE RIVER AMAZON
VENEZUELA

United Nations Agencies
GETTING TO KNOW F.A.O.
GETTING TO KNOW
THE HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
GETTING TO KNOW UNESCO
GETTING TO KNO,W UNICEF
GETTING TO KNOW THE UNITED NATIONS
PEACE FORCES
GETTING TO KNOW W H O
GETTING TO KNOW WMO
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